Thriller Books for Teens
Akron-Summit County Public Library
Barnes, Jennifer Lynn. The Inheritance Games, 2020. TEEN
Avery has a plan for a better future: survive high school, win a scholarship, and get out. But her fortunes
change in an instant when billionaire Tobias Hawthorne dies and leaves Avery virtually his entire
fortune. The catch? To receive her inheritance, Avery must move into sprawling Hawthorne House,
where every room bears the old man's touch--and his love of puzzles, riddles, and codes.
Frick, Kit. I Killed Zoe Spanos, 2020. TEEN
Anna summer gig in the Hamptons village of Herron Mills as a nanny is supposed to be a fresh start. But
the community has been on edge since Zoe Spanos, a local girl, disappeared New Year's Eve. When Zoe's
body is found in a nearby lake, Anna is charged with manslaughter.
Jackson, Holly. A Good Girl’s Guide to Murder, 2020. TEEN
As her senior capstone project, Pippa Fitz-Amobi is determined to find the real killer in a closed, local
murder case, but not everyone wants her meddling in the past.
Klavan, Andrew. The Last Thing I Remember, 2009. TEEN
High school student Charlie awakens bloody and bruised in a concrete bunker. He has lost a year of his
life and remembers nothing about escaping from prison or why he is being pursued by both the law and
terrorists.
Larbalestier, Justine. My Sister Rosa, 2016. TEEN
When his father's business takes the family to New York, a 17-year-old Australian boy must balance his
desire to protect his sister, a diagnosable psychopath, from the world with the desperate need to
protect the world from her.
Lyga, Barry. I Hunt Killers, 2012. TEEN
17-year-old Jazz learned how to be a serial killer from his "Dear Old Dad," but believes he has a
conscience that will help fight his own urges and right some of his father's wrongs, so he secretly helps
the police.
McManus, Karen M. One of Us is Lying, 2017. TEEN
Five students walk into detention and only four leave alive. Simon dies while in detention and according
to investigators, his death is not accident.
Noel, Alyson. Unrivaled, 2016. TEEN
Layla, Aster, and Tommy find themselves with a VIP invite to the glamorous and gritty world of LA’s
nightlife but when starlet Madison goes missing, all of their hopes are blacked out.
Patterson, James. Cradle and All, 2016. TEEN
Anne Fitzgerald, a former nun turned private investigator, is hired by the Archdiocese of Boston to
investigate two immaculate conceptions as terrifying forces of light and darkness gather.

Wynne-Jones, Tim. Blink & Caution, 2011. TEEN
Two teenagers who are living on the streets and barely getting by become involved in a complicated
criminal plot, and make an unexpected connection with each other.
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